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Ultraflote® Emission Loss Factor Comparisons
Ultraflote has always strived to provide our customers with high quality products with the lowest possible emission factors to suit the
needs of each project. We were heavily involved in the testing program during the early 1980’s that is the basis for all of the seal and
fittings factors used in estimating the losses from Internal Floating Roofs inside of Fixed Roof Tanks. We donated our products to
further this work and had the honor to serve on the committee that ran and evaluated the results.
This gave us the ability to not only understand the causes of IFR losses but to also evaluate the losses from the tests that involve our
specific products. API and EPA have a policy of averaging loss factors derived from products from more than one vendor so as not to
show any “preferences”. If, for example, loss factors were derived from two different seals of similar type (vapor mounted single seal for
example) they would simply average the two together as a “generic” factor even if there were large differences in the individual losses.
Since many of the factors being used today by the EPA are based on only two or occasionally three test cases, it is fairly easy to apply the
same derivation techniques to each of the test cases instead of the average. We have done that for many of the significant losses and will
present them in graphical form to illustrate the choices and combinations of choices that can be made by our customers to obtain the best
combination of cost and effectiveness.
As an example, if we analyze a 150 foot (45.72M) diameter Gasoline storage tank, 48 feet (14.6M) tall with typical product factors and
usage, we can compare the EPA’s AP-42 generic factors to the Ultraflote specific factors for various loss elements. We can also compare
options within categories to see the impact of improved details.
For our first example we can compare the EPA’s “generic” bolted seam loss factor (0.14) and various sheet widths and geometries,
against the Ultraflote specific bolted seam loss factor (0.06) and the sheet widths we offer. Ultraflote has always offered 7 foot wide
sheeting yielding fewer feet of deck seam for a particular size of Internal Floating Roof (IFR).
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Due to our ability to buy directly from the mills and the high clamping strength of our bolted clamp beam system, we can now use 102”
(2.59M) wide sheet instead of the 84” (2.134M) wide sheet we have previously used. Since our unique design relies on membrane stress
to support the required live and dead loadings, this increase in sheet width does not weaken our cover. The high strength of our bolted
clamp beam design utilizes the full strength of the deck sheeting while allowing for the flexibility needed to withstand the turbulence and
movements encountered in “real world” storage tanks. We also use the strongest flotation tubes in the industry with 28% greater wall
thickness made out of stronger aluminum alloys (yielding twice the strength). We can do this because we do not buy “irrigation pipe” like
our competition but, instead, have our tube material custom made on custom tube mills to satisfy our higher standards. We now can offer
our patented Welded Seam Ultraflote Cover to eliminate seam losses completely.
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The next example looks at the rim seal losses for the same tank using both the EPA’s “generic” factors and Ultraflote’s “specific” factors
for the most popular types of seal systems available today. As you can see there are dramatic emission reductions available. Our unique
Liquid Mount Primary Swing-Arm Mechanical Shoe Seal has the lowest rim seal losses available in the industry today. With a secondary
seal this system has a factor of only 0.20, one half that of any Metal Shoe seal with secondary.
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The next comparison is the impact
of roof support columns on the
emissions. The same 150’ diameter
tank could be built with a fixed roof
supported by 16 columns.
Alternative designs with larger
rafters could have as few as
9 columns. We can also equip each
column with our unique Column
Sleeves which the API testing has
shown has lower loss factors than
“just” a gasketed cover plate.
Our self-supporting Ultradome
would, of course, have zero
columns eliminating this loss
completely.
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The next comparison is the support
legs used to support the floating
roof at its “landed” position.
Different kinds of supports will have
different loss factors and different
emissions. The same 150’ diameter
floating roof could be built with fixed
legs which usually do not penetrate
through the deck so they have no
losses. However, since a floating
roof is not effective when it is not
floating, most installations require
some form of “adjustment” to allow
the floating roof to float to as low a
level as internal piping allows yet be
stopped at a higher level for
cleaning and repairs. In many
areas, the operator cannot “land”
the floating roof without special
permits making the “adjustable”
feature a must. Adjustable legs are
a common solution. They can be
supplied with or without a “gasket”
at the top of the leg housing to
reduce the emissions. We also offer
several types of “cable support”
systems which do NOT penetrate
the deck eliminating this loss
completely. They also allow the
landing height to be adjusted from
OUTSIDE the tank avoiding
“confined space entry” which can be
a major issue depending on the
operator’s safety policies.
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Finally, the number and type of stub drains can also have an impact on the emissions. EPA estimates more stub drains than Ultraflote
actually uses. We also offer a reduced number of stub drains because of our superior strength. We can also offer our unique MinEmission ball floats for our stub drains that dramatically reduce the emissions yet allow the drains to operate should they ever be needed.
We can also design our cover strong enough to eliminate drains altogether yielding zero losses from drains.
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Finally, we can combine these various values, along with the “working losses” and the small remaining “fitting losses” which are nearly the
same for all designs (and are very small) into some logical groupings to see the full impact of these choices.
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The lowest emission loss for a steel pontoon type IFR with the best seals, 9 support columns, and fabric boots on all of the support legs
would be 6,876 pounds per year or 803.3% of the lowest Ultraflote Cover value. If no support columns were used (a dome roof) the value
would still be 1,854 pounds per year or 216.6% of the lowest emission Ultraflote Cover value making the Ultraflote Cover the
Maximum Achievable Control Technique while still at a reasonable cost.
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